
Beyond the Headlines by James Frazier

Sacred Economics
“The purpose of this book is to tell a new story of money; to 
illuminate what new agreements we might embody within 

these fiduciary talismans, so that 
money is the ally, and not the 
enemy, of the more beautiful 
world our hearts tell us is 
possible.” With this ambitious 
goal, Charles Eisenstein, in his 
2011 book Sacred Economics, 
invites us to join him on an 
amazing journey through the 
social and cultural evolution 
of the human race, one that 
offers a radically different, and 
boldly inspiring, vision of our 
collective future. Using money 
and economics as the context 
for reflecting on our human 
nature, Eisenstein aims to dispel 
toxic and outmoded notions of 
who we are, and replace them 
with a new story that resonates 
more deeply. He does this, as 

Holistic Solutions by Christopher Peck

Reskilling and Community Building 
In previous newsletter articles I’ve made the case that 
excellent investment returns can be had by looking outside 
the limited scope of normal financial vehicles. Back in July 
and September 2008 I argued that new cargo transport 
bicycles, hyper-efficient chest refrigerators, and in-home 
power use monitors can save money, reduce carbon 
emissions, tone your legs, and generally make the world a 
better place. Lately I’ve been turning my investment advisor’s 
analytical eye even closer to home, at those investments 
that we can (and do) make of time and attention devoted 
to personal skills and community building. And I’m back to 
report on a couple of these ideas that I think have special 
return characteristics and benefits to our readers. 

What does it mean to apply the investment advisor’s 
analytical eye to close-to-home investment possibilities? For 
one, it means doing the math: how much does it cost, either 
in time or cash, and what does it return, in money, or food, 
or an intangible value like goodwill or peace of mind? I’m 
regularly scanning for activities that require small investment 
but provide a big return; we call this “bang for the buck” in 
the investment world. We’re also always asking: what about 
risk? Could the investment go bad or be a waste of time, 
and if so, how bad would that be? Are there any obvious 
problems to be on the look 
out for? With this perspective 
fully intact, I’d like to report on 
a few notable Reskilling and 
Community Building strategies. 

Reskilling is an interesting term; 
in the corporate world it refers 
to training unemployed workers 
with new skills, equipping 
them with the ability to step 
up into a different line of work, 
from steel worker to comput-
erized production line worker, 
for example. It appears that 
the sustainability world has 
co-opted the term, adding 
an emphasis on a return to 
old skills, reclaiming what all 
people used to know. Folks in 
Santa Cruz, CA are defining it 
as: “remembering, reclaiming, 
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and revivifying of skills that were known fifty to seventy-
five years ago.” Reskilling imbues the community with the 
wealth of shared local knowledge of how to do, make, and 
tend things oneself. 

At my house and homestead we’ve been playing with a host of 
fun skill developments, including knitting, growing potatoes, 
and preserving food. If you haven’t tried making sauerkraut 
yet, I highly recommend it. It’s a high ‘return on investment’ 
skill – it’s fun, doesn’t cost much, and has added benefits 
like improved health and strengthening family bonds. And if 
you’ve been paying $8.50 for a small jar of crushed cabbage 
and salt, you realize this skill can save you money. 

For the stout hearted, the technique that’s actually saved 
me the most cold, hard cash: supplanting the trades in our 
kitchen remodel project. We installed gas and water lines 
ourselves (easy), and even did all of the permitted electrical 
work (precise but doable). If you have some DIY leanings, 
and perhaps a handy parent or friend, I heartily recommend 
it. Spending a combined fifty hours, we saved almost 
$10,000 in cash and gained a huge sense of empowerment. 

Community building, done right, is another area where a 
small investment of time and attention can pay big immediate 
benefits in well-being and peace of mind, and possible 
longer-term benefits of resilience in challenging times. I’ll 
profile three interesting programs already in place that you 
could join or replicate in your community: Transition Town, 
Community Emergency Response Teams (known as CERT), 
and the Sunset One Block Food Challenge. 

Transition Town is a permaculture-inspired movement that 
originated in the UK and jumped the pond several years 
ago. According to the Transition US website, transitionus.
org, Transition Town is “comprised of vibrant, grass roots 
community initiatives that seek to build community resil-
ience in the face of such challenges as peak oil, climate 
change, and economic crisis.” There are more than 117 
official Transition Town initiatives in the United States, in 
thirty-two states, with more than 480 initiatives worldwide. 
In a fun loop within a loop, one of the twelve Ingredients for 
Success identified by Transition US is “Facilitate the Great 
Reskilling.” Just this week I ran across a related network, 
Resilience Circles, that facilitates “mutual aid” groups of ten 
to twenty people in local communities around the country; 
see localcircles.org. 

From a slightly different perspective, the Community 
Emergency Response Team (CERT) Program “educates 
people about disaster preparedness for hazards that may 
impact their area and trains them in basic disaster response 
skills, such as fire safety, light search and rescue, team organi-
zation, and disaster medical operations.” Working primarily 

with existing fire departments and search and rescue teams, 
CERT members can assist in neighborhood or workplace 
emergency events. You might wonder why I think the return 
on investment for this strategy is high. In the recent Mexico 
City earthquake, untrained, spontaneous volunteers saved 
more than 800 people, but 100 people lost their own lives 
trying to save others. That’s too great a cost, and training can 
make a big difference.  

There are currently over 1100 communities that have listed 
their program on CERT, and with funding from Congress 
(provided through the Citizen Corps program), the dollar 
cost is low, and the return in peace of mind, community 
resiliency, and all around well-being is high. For more on 
CERT go to www.citizencorps.gov/cert/. 

CERT and Transition Town initiatives seem like a natural 
collaboration, a great way to bridge political and cultural 
gaps, and a way to bring the fire and emergency response 
community into closer contact with folks concerned about 
climate change. 

Not to end on too somber a note, one more fun and fasci-
nating community collaborative effort that seems to have a 
big bang for the buck is Sunset Magazine’s “One Block Feast” 
contest, which brought together neighbors to create a meal 
all grown, harvested and prepared within one block. Check it 
out at www.westphoria.sunset.com/category/one-block-diet/ 
– what fun! 
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the title suggests, by bringing large helpings of heart and soul 
to an in-depth study of alternative economic theories and 
practices, serving up a road map to an economics that is 
both life-affirming and indeed, sacred.

The heart of Eisenstein’s work centers on gifts. He examines 
how social relationships in ancient cultures revolved around 
elaborate systems of gift-giving and reciprocity, then he 
traces how the development of money, first as a commodity, 
then as an abstract symbol, subsumed the original “gift 
economy” by literally commodifying our social relationships 
and the Earth’s natural resources. The fatal problem with this 
situation is that our money, unlike the natural, physical world 
that surrounds and supports us, is based on interest-bearing 
debt which grows perpetually, and thereby forces us into an 
ongoing game of seeking economic growth. Sound familiar?

Eisenstein doesn’t waste any time thinking that this game 
can continue. He cites many well-known issues of our day 
such as environmental degradation, income and wealth 
disparities, and political upheaval as evidence that the Earth, 
and our human nature, cannot support the current economic 
paradigm much longer. However, he goes beyond saying that 
our self-created conditions will simply force us to fundamen-
tally change our ways, which hasn’t really happened. He is a 
big believer in the evolution of human consciousness, which 
he feels is already shifting towards viewing ourselves as 
integral parts of an interconnected whole that encompasses 
all of Earth and everything on it. As this shift unfolds, there 
will be no need for disasters to motivate us, as we move 
toward proactively healing our relationships with ourselves, 
each other, and the environment. Many of these relation-
ships that need repair involve money.

Far from being left on our 
own to figure out how a 
more life-affirming economy 
might work, we are given 
a comprehensive proposal 
of its specific components. 
These include zero, or even 
negative, interest rates to 
encourage spending and 
investing rather than hoarding 
money (eliminating the need 
for perpetual growth in the 
process), charging businesses 
for the full social and environmental cost of pollution and 
resource extraction while abolishing sales and income taxes, 
re-localizing and disintermediating (removing middlemen 
from) our economic relationships, providing a subsistence 
payment, or “social dividend” to all people to eliminate 
poverty and degrading forms of work while encouraging 

creative solution-making, and returning as much of the 
“monetized” economy as possible to the realm of the gift. 
By this, he means that we need to rebuild our interpersonal 
relationships with one another, offering and accepting 
gratitude and abundance without money in order to re-create 
the lively neighborhood and village life that we once enjoyed, 
not so long ago.

In laying out the foundations of a more just, sustainable 
economy, the author had to do some serious homework. 
He presents the work of some well-known, and some barely 
known, economic thinkers of the past few centuries, laying 
out their ideas in an erudite, yet not overly technical manner. 
However, the lay reader should be prepared to do some deep 
thinking and reflecting to follow the explanations and inspi-
rations of this Yale-educated philosophy and mathematics 
graduate. Even though many of the ideas in this book have 
been around for some time, the author’s brilliance shines 
through in how he synthesizes everything into a cohesive, 
credible, timely whole. He also deserves great credit for 
his original thinking; for example, he proposes to back 
the currencies of the future, not with gold or government 
guarantees, but rather with untapped natural resources such 
as uncut rainforest and oil in the ground – the heritage of 
future generations that we will preserve as the very basis of 
our collective wealth.

It is safe to say that reading this book may be transformative.  
For example, my favorite chapter, “Relearning Gift Culture,” 
led me to a new and deeper understanding of gifting. It helped 
me recognize many ways in which our culture denigrates 
gifts by denying our innate inter-connectedness, and more 
specifically, how my own actions have played along with 

that denial. Now, I have a new take on how I can 
personally help transform our culture and create 
a new story based on the inter connectedness we 
share with each other, by being more open to giving 
and receiving gifts and gratitude. And of course, I’m 
excited to share that inspiration with you, here, now.

True to his words, Charles Eisenstein is giving this 
book away as a gift. It can be read in its entirety 
online at sacred-economics.com. Of course, you 
can still express your gratitude by donation, and/or 
buy a physical copy. This book has quickly become 
a minor cultural phenomenon, with the author being 
invited to speak all over the world, and because of 

that, he may be in your neighborhood before too long. The 
Sacred Economics website keeps Charles’ event calendar as 
well as his blog where the story continues to unfold. In my 
opinion, this seminal book is well worth your time to read, 
as it will surely inspire you to help us all create “the more 
beautiful world our hearts tell us is possible.” 
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Corporate Political Spending 
Takes Center Stage
by Michael Kramer

With billions of dollars 
flowing into federal election 
campaigns, the US Supreme 
Court recently rejected 
Montana’s longtime limits on 
corporate political spending 
in state and local elections. 
While upholding the state’s 
statute, which had been 
on the books for over a century, wouldn’t have overruled 
Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission, the Court’s 
decision to disallow Montana from preventing corporations 
from making expenditures for political purposes reaffirms 
the justices’ belief that spending money is an expression of 
free speech under the US Constitution.

While the five-member majority of the Supreme Court didn’t 
agree with Montana that independent expenditures can 
corrupt the political process, many Americans do: 62% of 
the American people oppose the Citizens United decision. 
Perhaps it’s because they know that S&P 500 companies 
spent a total of $1.1 billion on 2010 federal political contri-
butions. With most Political Action Committees hiding the 
identity of their contributors, many investors believe they 
have a right to full disclosure of corporate contributions, 
since such spending poses potential risks to share value.

According to a new Carlson School of Management study, the 
risks are real. The paper, Corporate Political Contributions: 
Investment or Agency? reviews corporate donations to 
political candidates for federal offices in the United States 
from 1991 to 2004. Among its findings:

•  Firms that donate have operating characteristics consistent 
with the existence of a free cash flow problem.  

•  Donations are negatively correlated with returns. A $10,000 
increase in donations is associated with a reduction in 
annual excess returns of 7.4%. 

•  Worse corporate governance is associated with larger 
donations.  

•  Even after controlling for corporate governance, donations 
are associated with lower returns.  

•  Political donations are symptomatic of agency problems 
within firms  (individuals in firms using corporate money 
to support personal causes or candidates).

In response to these concerns, the 2012 shareholder 
resolution season saw a record 127 shareholder proposals 

focused on political spending and lobbying (including 
indirect funding of lobbying through trade associations), 

many from SRI shareholder activism stalwarts 
Walden, Trillium, and Green Century. Of 
those that went to a vote, support averaged a 
substantial 24%, though votes at AT&T, 3M, and 
CVS hovered around 40%. Nevertheless, there 
are no major victories to report. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission, 
still working to create the rules mandated by 
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act, recently received an all-time 
record 178,000 comments on its proposed rule 

to limit or eliminate corporate political contributions. This 
impressive showing is the result of unprecedented coordi-
nation by a Corporate Reform Coalition, which included SRI 
investors representing $800 billion in assets (including USSIF: 
The Forum for Sustainable and Responsible Investment and 
fund managers Domini, Green Century, and Walden) along 
with good government groups and environmental organi-
zations such as Public Citizen, Greenpeace, the League of 
Conservation Voters, Common Cause, and the Center for 
Accountability in Political Spending, which includes local, 
state, and federal government officials. Even Vanguard CEO 
John Bogle has joined his voice to the call for transparency.

Ironically, Citizens United actually endorsed comprehensive 
political disclosure requirements by corporations, suggesting 
that the public has a right to know how corporations may 
be expressing their First Amendment rights, but the SEC has 
yet to issue its final ruling. Apparently the SEC is facing the 
threat of lawsuits from business interests, and in the face of 
last year’s US Court of Appeals rejection of an SEC rule that 
would have made it easier for shareholders to insert board 
candidates onto public-company ballots, the SEC is now 
conducting more stringent cost-benefit analysis on all rules 
it proposes.

The pressure on companies continues in the face of a study 
by Si2 that found that 64% of companies in the S&P 500 
make no mention of lobbying activities, policies, or oversight 
and only thirteen companies provided investors information 
on how much they spend on lobbying.

Moxy Vote, which aggregates the views of individual share-
holders to express opinions on issues, is currently focused 
on getting shareholders to demand that IBM disclose 
its political contributions in a campaign with company 
management through September 15; it had nearly 6700 
signatories at press time.

For more information, visit www.corporatereformcoalition.
org and www.moxyvote.org.

Making a Difference
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Locavesting Comes to Portland
by Malaika Maphalala

As part of my work within my community of Portland, 
OR, I’ve been very engaged with a non-profit organi-
zation called Springboard Innovation that works to support 
social innovation. The group’s focus for 2012 has been 
“Jump-Starting Local Investing,” presented as a three-part 
community discussion and workshop series that kicked off 
here at Portland’s Natural Capital Center in June. The series 
aims to build the knowledge base among Portlanders so 
that both businesses and the community members who 
want to support them have the tools and skills they need 
to build a strong, successful local investment movement. 
We began by bringing Amy Cortese to town, to inspire and 
share stories from her book, Locavesting: The Revolution in 
Local Investing. We also pulled together a fabulous panel 
of experts to share regional examples of successful local 
investment, offer sage advice from seasoned investors, and 
unveil new approaches and resources. A wonderful group of 
enthusiastic community members from across the enterprise 
and investor spectrum turned out for the two-day event. 

The session affirmed the value of including local investment 
as a part of a wise portfolio, since it can offer both added 
diversification and direct participation in strengthening our 
local economies. At this point, though, established and 
easily accessible opportunities are few, and most investors 

and small businesses don’t know the first thing about how to 
build pathways for legal, informed, and ultimately successful 
direct investment within their communities. In order to 
substantially expand this field, community members need to 
step up as advocates and activists for local investment and 
be willing to build bridges ourselves. And the more educated 
and savvy our approach, the better. What we don’t want 
are a string of disaster stories resulting from under-informed 
enthusiasm and failure to wisely evaluate risks involved in 
new, alternative forms of investing. A truly successful local 
investment movement will take community know-how, 
sharing of models and best practices, and working together 
to craft effective new tools.  

A focus of the first session was the Direct Public Offering 
(DPO) as a tool for businesses to raise community-based 
capital. We heard the exciting story of the Quimper 
Mercantile from Marty Gay and Michelle Sandoval of Port 
Townsend, WA. When their town lost its family-owned 
mercantile, community members decided that rather than 
driving out of town for everyday supplies, they would start a 
community owned dry-goods store. To raise the capital, they 
launched a DPO through which community members could 
buy shares in the new store for just $100 per share. To date 
711 community members have invested $490,000 and the 
store is up and running. Marty and Michelle are also members 
of Port Townsend’s Local Investment Opportunities Network 
(LION), a very successful model through which community 
members have invested over $1.5M into local business.  
Michelle described how the success of LION has spawned 
a local investing culture in her community that could be an 
inspiration to Portlanders.  

The following day offered two intensive workshops – one 
for enterprises, the other for investors who were ready to dig 
in. Shaula Massena, an Impact Investor with several years of 
experience with direct investment, shared her insight on best 
practices for investors in terms of due diligence and evalu-
ating risk. Her key tips were to make sure investors develop 
a real and direct relationship with the enterprises in which 
they invest, work collaboratively with other investors, and 
aim to support businesses or projects in appropriately timed 
phases and for the long term. 

This spirit of collaboration was echoed by those with 
experience on the enterprise side who acknowledged that 
chances of success increase greatly when businesses share 
knowledge. Twelve great Portland enterprises including 
Better World Club, Supportland, Hot Lips Pizza, Streetcar 
Bistro, and Green Anchors participated in a hands-on 
workshop about launching a DPO, and got to hear the nuts 
and bolts of the Quimper Mercantile DPO process from 
Michelle and Marty, with several walking away determined 
to develop their own offerings in this community. 

Our next session, scheduled for Sept. 13th and 15th will focus 
on understanding the needs of social businesses at varying 
stages of development and financing tools geared to those 
needs. In coming months, we’ll continue to investigate new 
investment structures and plan coordinated efforts to create a 
financial ecosystem to support a strong local investing culture.  

Building Sustainable Community

Community members need to step up as  
advocates and activists for local investment 
and be willing to build bridges ourselves. 
And the more educated and savvy our 
approach, the better.
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Just Returns

The Quiet Services of NI Advisors
by Andy Loving

Over the past nine months, NI advisors have been working 
together on a project that will save many of our clients – that 
means many of you reading this newsletter – a substantial 
amount of money. This project is only one of the several 
“quiet” behind-the-scenes services that your advisor may be 
providing you about which you may not be aware. So let’s 
look together at a few of those quiet services.

NI advisors have been building institutional shares into 
many client portfolios. With significantly lower management 
fees and expenses, institutional shares are usually reserved 
for large institutions that can buy large blocks of shares. At 
Charles Schwab, NI can now aggregate the purchases of all 
twelve advisors to meet those high minimums and buy the 
institutional shares that carry lower expenses. The institu-
tional shares of about sixteen mutual funds (and probably 
more to come) that NI advisors use, carry expense ratios that 
run 19% to 54% lower than retail shares. In a period of lower 
returns, these reduced expenses are even more important. 
NI’s largest institutional share position of almost $7 million 
is in the affordable housing bond fund, CRA Qualified Fund. 
Both Calvert Funds and Pax World Funds have three funds 
each in the group of sixteen.

Clients have to pay small transaction fees to buy or sell insti-
tutional shares, but NI examined the specific account sizes 
and types, the amount held in a single mutual fund, and how 
long we expect to hold that fund to optimize the savings for 
clients. For example, it may not make sense to hold institu-
tional shares in smaller accounts.

As of now, almost one-third, or $40 million, of NI-managed 
assets are in these institutional shares, saving NI clients 
approximately $100,000 in fees each year.

Our behind-the-scenes services do not end there. When you 
transfer assets to NI, certain mutual funds, like Vanguard and 
Fidelity, charge transaction fees upon liquidation if shares are 
transferred to Schwab in-kind and then liquidated. But if they 
are liquidated before they are transferred, no liquidation fees 
are charged, which could save the client several hundred 
dollars in transaction fees. This attention to detail takes some 
research and time but it saves the client real money.

When appropriate, your advisor uses year-end tax loss 
harvesting in non-retirement accounts.  This is usually done 
in years when markets have been down and mutual funds or 
stocks are showing losses. By selling and taking losses and 
reinvesting the proceeds in similar funds or stocks, the client 
can recover part of their losses in tax savings by offsetting 

regular taxable income. Sometimes a similar thing can be 
done when mutual funds have capital gains distributions, 
using the same kind of selective selling. Of course, advisors 
consider any transaction fees when performing this tax loss 
selling.

Other services focus on client impact and satisfaction. For 
example, the Calvert Community Investment Notes held in 
many client accounts can be targeted to support specific 

work of the Calvert Foundation to provide capital to poor 
people and poor communities. Interested in affordable 
housing? You can target your note to Habitat for Humanity. 
People who want to invest in micro finance can target 
groups like Oikocredit. Support for groups that combine 
environmental impact and economic empowerment is done 
through a target called Green Strategies to Fight Poverty. 
And people who especially want to help women can target 
through WIN WIN: Women Investing in Women Initiative. If 
you are interesting in targeting, just ask your advisor about it.

These are just a few of the examples of “quiet” actions 
that your NI advisor may be taking that save you money or 
make your money impact your areas of interest. Feel free 
to ask your advisor about these and other things that are 
particular to your personal situation. NI advisors may not be 
able to control markets, but we can sometimes improve your 
financial returns or social impact simply by taking the time to 
provide one or more of these often unnoticed services.

As of now, almost one third, or 
$40 million, of NI-managed assets 
are in these institutional shares, 
saving NI clients approximately 
$100,000 in fees each year.
This project is only one of the 
several “quiet” behind-the-scenes 
services that your advisor may be 
providing you about which you 
may not be aware.



Groundhog Day and the European 
Debt Crisis
by Scott Secrest AAMS®

In what feels reminiscent of the 1993 movie “Groundhog 
Day,” the markets have recently declined once again in 
response to heightened concerns over the European Debt 
Crisis, as well as to doubts about the strength of economic 
recovery in the US. Like Bill Murray and his movie cohorts, 
who continually repeated the same day and its problems, 
investors have seen markets decline for the third summer in 
a row, thanks to the same recurring fears.

For the second quarter, in spite of a June resurgence, large 
company stock values in the US declined by 2.8%, smaller 
US companies lost 3.5%, the beleaguered cleantech sector 
lost 14%, foreign companies overall suffering under the 
weight of the European Debt Crisis lost 8.4%, and US bonds 
rose 2.1%.

When considering economic risks, the European Debt Crisis 
remains front and center. Analysts have been looking at how 
a break-up of the Euro Zone may be avoided and believe the 
euro can survive in its current form if the leadership shows 
the vision and will to take needed steps in time. “Roads 
to survival do exist. Whether the political and economic 
environment will allow them to be traveled is less clear,” 
said Mark Cliffe, a global portfolio manager.

The road map European Union leaders may need to follow 
involves easing up on austerity, help from the European 
Central Bank, a banking union, and a long-term commitment 
to balance the books. Fiscal austerity alone is not enough, 
and in excess may cause more harm. Recent tough fiscal 
measures imposed on struggling European economies have 
become so onerous as to further cripple those economies, 
putting recovery out of reach.  Sticking to this path will 
simply lead to more (de facto) defaults like Greece’s. 

According to some economists, the European Central Bank 
has the ability to go beyond cutting interest rates (the standard 
central bank tool of choice for stimulating economies) and 
initiate stimulus programs similar to those used in the US 
during the financial crisis, to boost the euro and the conti-
nent’s weaker economies. The next step on the road to 
redemption for the Euro Zone might be the introduction of 
a European banking union, as this would weaken the link 
between bank and government solvency within specific 
countries. 

Some think the final dynamic on our Euro Zone tour is clear: 
markets tend to overshoot on the upside and downside, and 
that deep gloom in Europe today has the earmarks of an 
oversold situation. Recall prior international economic crises 

such as the “Asian Contagion” in the 1990’s and Russia’s 
default on its debt and the Ruble in 1998: investors in both 
cases went running for the exits, though later these turned 
out to have been moments of opportunity.

In the US the economy continues limping along. In June 
the Federal Reserve cut its estimates for growth amid a 
slowdown in hiring. The Fed may consider further stimulus 
should the economy fail to make sufficient progress in 
creating jobs. The Federal Reserve also announced that it 
will extend its bond-buying program, known as Operation 
Twist, through the end of the year – a move which could 
have far-reaching implications for investors, as the program 
is designed to lower long term interest rates and thereby 
stimulate economic activity.

It has been a tough year for the clean tech and alternative 
energy sectors. An oversupply of low-price products, with 
much of the volume coming from China, has hit large 
domestic manufacturers’ profits and stock prices, and sent 
smaller companies out of business. The solar-power industry 
has gone in two directions as manufacturers struggle to 
survive while companies that install or finance solar panels 
have enjoyed relative success. 

At Natural Investments, we continue to believe in the promise 
of the clean tech sector, as it realigns toward innovation 
in response to China’s impact on manufacturing. We may 
well look back someday and realize that climate change 

was not only a serious planetary risk, but also the greatest 
economic opportunity of our generation. The caliber of 
entrepreneurs that are building this sector and the ingenuity 
of their business models and breakthrough technologies are 
indeed exciting. From sky sails on cargo ships to renewable 
jet fuels made from algae, technologies are being developed 
that will move the world towards a low carbon economy. 
Sustainability-minded innovators and investors are working 
to create greater market demand for these technologies and 
supplying the capital to bring them to significant scale. 
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